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Abstract 

We assessed third and fifth graders' processing of parafoveal word information using a lexical 

decision task. On each trial, a preview word was first briefly presented parafoveally in left or right 

visual field before a target word was displayed. Preview and target words could be identical, share 

the first three letters, or have no letters in common. Experiment 1 showed that developing readers 

receive the same word recognition benefit from parafoveal previews as expert readers. The impact 

of a change of case between preview and target in Experiment 2 showed that in all groups of 

readers, the preview benefit resulted from the identification of letters at an abstract level rather than 

from facilitation at a purely visual level. Fifth graders identified more letters from the preview than 

third graders. The results are interpreted within the framework of the interactive activation model 

(McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). In particular, we suggest that although the processing of 

parafoveal information led to letter identification in developing readers, the processes involved may 

differ from those in expert readers. Although expert readers’ processing of parafoveal information 

led to activation at the level of lexical representations, no such activation was observed in 

developing readers. 

Keywords: Perceptual span; Reading development; Word recognition; Parafoveal processing; 

Lexical access. 
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Third and fifth graders' processing of parafoveal information in reading: a study in single-

word recognition. 

When we read, our eyes only explore a small portion of the text with each fixation. Because 

our vision is limited, and also because the identification of words requires high visual resolution, 

our eyes have to jump from one part of the text to another in order to bring information into central 

vision, where visual acuity is greatest. However, neither expert nor developing readers fixate each 

word in a text (Blythe, Häikiö, Bertram, Liversedge, & Hyönä, 2011; Blythe, Liversedge, Joseph, 

White, & Rayner, 2009; Häikiö, Bertram, Hyönä, & Niemi, 2009; McConkie, Zola, Grimes, Kerr, 

Bryant, & Wolff, 1991; Rayner, 1998). Generally, more than one word is processed in a given 

fixation. Usually, information is gained from the currently fixated word, i.e., the foveal word, and 

the word located immediately onward in the direction of reading, i.e., the parafoveal word. 

Although the processing of parafoveal information has been well documented in expert readers 

(Rayner, 1998), little is known about how it may occur in developing readers. Specifically, insights 

are needed on how the processing of parafoveal information may initiate lexical access during 

reading acquisition. This paper aims to address these questions through a single -word recognition 

task. 

Characteristics of expert and developing readers’ perceptual span 

 Eye movement studies have shown that more information is extracted past the fixation point 

in the direction of reading than before it. In expert readers, the useful area from which information 

is extracted in each fixation in normal reading—also called the perceptual span—extends 3-4 

character spaces on one side of the fixation point and 14-15 character spaces on the other side 

(McConkie & Rayner, 1976; Rayner, McConkie, & Pollatsek, 1980a). Perceptual span is thus 

asymmetric, and the direction of this asymmetry is determined by the direction of reading in the 
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language.  For example, bilinguals who read both English and a language that is written from right 

to left such as Hebrew (Pollatsek, Bolozky, Well, & Rayner, 1981), Arabic (Jordan et al., 2014), or 

Urdu (Paterson, McGowan, White, Malik, Abedipour, & Jordan, 2014) demonstrate an asymmetric 

perceptual span toward the right in English and toward the left in the right-to-left language. This 

asymmetry is less pronounced in developing readers than in expert readers, because young readers 

do not use information from beyond 11 character spaces to the right of fixation point (Rayner, 

1986).  

However, in both expert and developing readers, the kind of information that may be picked 

up depends on distance from the central fixation point. Whereas expert readers process letter shape 

information up to 11-12 characters to the right of the fixation point, they are not able to acquire 

exact letter identities beyond 9 character spaces to the right of fixation (Häikiö et al., 2009; Rayner, 

1998). Probably due to limitations in the deployment of attention, developing readers acquire less 

parafoveal information than expert readers. Third graders acquire letter shape information up to 

seven letter spaces to the right of fixation, and fourth graders up to 11-12 letter spaces; moreover, 

second graders have access to letter identities only up to five letters to the right of fixation, and 

fourth graders up to seven letters (Häikiö et al., 2009; Rayner, 1986).  

Parafoveal processing and the context effect 

To date, the acquisition of parafoveal information has mainly been examined through eye 

movement studies. For example, Balota, Pollatsek, and Rayner (1985) showed that a target word for 

which an appropriate preview (identical or visually similar to the target) is provided is more likely 

to be skipped (identified without being fixated) when it is highly predictable from the sentence 

context than when it is not. When not skipped, high-predictability target words were fixated for a 

shorter duration than low-predictability ones. Thus, word identification is facilitated by the 

processing of parafoveal information, and this facilitation is greater when readers benefit from the 

availability of a sentence context. 
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A previous study of Balota and Rayner (1983) based on an isolated word reading task 

examined the contributions of both semantic and orthographic information in parafoveal processing. 

In this study, expert readers were provided with both a foveal word (reptile) and a parafoveal 

preview (snckks). After fixating the foveal word, they were required to make a saccade to the 

parafoveal preview and name it. During the saccade, the parafoveal preview was replaced by a 

target word. A contextual constraint was manipulated: the semantic relation between the foveal 

word and the target word, which could be visually similar to the preview and semantically related to 

the foveal word (snake), visually similar to the preview and semantically unrelated to the foveal 

word (sneaks), visually dissimilar to the preview and semantically related to the foveal word 

(lizard), or visually dissimilar to the preview and semantically unrelated to the foveal word (limits). 

Target word naming was facilitated when a visually similar preview was provided (snckks as 

preview for snake or sneaks), and this facilitation effect was enhanced when the foveal word 

(reptile) and the target word (sneak) were semantically related. 

Single-word processing studies may thus be helpful in disentangling the contributions of 

predictability and word processing in parafoveal processing. This seems particularly relevant in 

child readers, where context has been shown to exert a much stronger influence on word 

identification performance than in more experienced and skilled readers (Adams, 1990; Perfetti, 

1985; Stanovich, 1980). Accordingly, in developing readers even more than in expert readers, it is 

important to examine the processing of parafoveal information in absence of influence of sentence 

context. 

Note that previous studies have already evidenced effects of parafoveal information on 

single word reading in expert readers. For example, in Rayner, Well, and Pollatsek (1980b) and 

Rayner, McConkie, and Ehrlich’s (1978) word naming task, before the foveal presentation of the 

target word to be named, a preview word was presented parafoveally which was either identical to 

or different from the target word. Naming times were found to be shorter when the preview was 

identical to the target. This facilitation effect, also called the “preview effect,” suggests that some 
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parafoveal information was gained from the preview and facilitated the subsequent identification of 

the foveal word. To the best of our knowledge, however, no previous study has examined this issue 

in developing readers. 

Do all the letters in a parafoveal word contribute to the preview benefit? 

 Previewing only the two or three initial letters of a word – as long as the remaining letters 

are replaced with visually similar letters – facilitates subsequent identification of the word as much 

as previewing all the letters in that word. This has been observed both in sentence reading (Rayner, 

Well, Pollatsek, & Bertera, 1982) and in isolated word reading (Rayner et al., 1980a). It has been 

suggested that initial letters are important not only because they are closer to the fixation point than 

final letters, and thus perceptually more discriminable, but also because they trigger lexical 

activation (Inhoff, 1987; Inhoff, 1990). 

 However, the conclusion that the final letters of the parafoveal word make no significant 

contribution in reading is somewhat premature. Recently, Johnson, Perea, and Rayner (2007) 

conducted an eye movement study in which they demonstrated the importance of the last letters of a 

parafoveal word in sentence reading. In this study, a parafoveal preview of a five-letter target word 

was manipulated: it could be identical to the target (clerk as a preview of clerk); involve a 

transposition of two final letters (clekr as a preview of clerk: TL condition); or a substitution of two 

final letters (clefn as a preview of clerk: SL condition). Although the identity condition provided the 

strongest facilitation, the preview benefit was larger in the TL than in the SL conditions, indicating 

that the identity of all letters was extracted. In a second experiment, Johnson et al. (2007) used 

seven-letter target words with the same procedure. Here again, the identity condition provided more 

benefit than both TL and SL conditions. However, there was no difference between TL and SL 

conditions, suggesting that letter identity were not acquired beyond the first five letters of a seven-

letter parafoveal word. In all, although they may not be clearly identified, previewing the final 

letters of a parafoveal word facilitates its identification in expert readers. 
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 Given that developing readers identify fewer letters to the right of the fixation point than 

expert readers (Häikiö et al., 2009), it is not clear to what extent the final letters of a parafoveal 

word may contribute to the preview benefit. Developing readers, and more especially the youngest 

developing readers, may be less sensitive to the final letters in a parafoveal word, and may only use 

the first letters in a preview due to their less extended perceptual span. 

 

Aims of the present study 

The present study was designed to investigate the processing of parafoveal information in 

developing readers, and its contribution to lexical access. Although eye movement studies have 

shown that child readers make use of parafoveal information (Häikiö et al., 2009; Häikiö, Bertram, 

& Hyönä, 2010; Rayner, 1986), the extent to which these results have been influenced by an effect 

of contextual information in sentence reading remains unclear. To check that the parafoveal preview 

benefit is due to the use of parafoveal information and not contextual information, we administered 

an isolated word reading task to third and fifth graders, as well as to expert readers.  

We used a lexical decision task with parafoveal priming. Prior to the display of the foveal target, 

participants were given a preview in the left or right visual field. Both foveal target and preview 

were presented without contextual information. Three different previews were used: full parafoveal 

preview (all letters in the target were previewed parafoveally: e.g., poids [weight] as preview for 

poids), partial parafoveal preview (only the first three letters of the target were previewed, and the 

remaining letters were different: e.g., poire [pear] as preview for poids) and unrelated preview (all 

the letters of the preview were different from those in the target: e.g., blanc [white] as preview for 

poids). An eye-tracker was used to measure the direction of the participants’ gaze during the lexical 

decision task. Although we chose to display previews in both visual hemifields to prevent strategic 

bias, we were particularly interested in the preview effect in the right visual field. There were two 

reasons to expect the effect of the preview to be greatest in the right visual field rather than the left. 

First, in the reading of left-to-right languages, there is an attentional bias in favor of right visual 
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field. This presumably results from the automatic allocation of attention to a particular area of 

visual space due to the pattern of normal reading (Battista & Kalloniatis, 2002). Consequently, we 

expected the participants to process right-side previews more efficiently than left previews. Second, 

the initial letters of right-side previews are closer to the fixation point than those of left-side 

previews, and it has been shown that the initial letters are more important for word recognition than 

the final letters (Inhoff, 1989). Thus, here again, right-side previews should be processed more 

efficiently than left previews, because of the better discriminability of the initial letters when the 

preview is presented on the right. Another reason why we are more interested in the effect of right 

rather than left previews is that comparison between partial and full preview makes more sense 

when the first letters of the preview are near the fixation point (i.e., in the right visual field 

condition) than when they are more peripheral (i.e., in the left visual field condition). Here, we 

wished to investigate how many letters of a parafoveal word developing readers are able to identify, 

in order to shed light on their perceptual span. To this end, the difference between two of our three 

experimental conditions lay in the final letters of the parafoveally presented preview. Because the 

letters to be discriminated were far from the fixation point in right preview conditions and near the 

fixation point in left preview conditions, the former is more relevant to our purposes. 

 

 

 

Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 explored the processing of parafoveal information in third and fifth graders 

and in expert readers using a primed lexical decision task. Three hypotheses were examined. First, 

if developing readers are able to use parafoveal information to facilitate word identification in text 

reading, this should be the case in isolated word reading as well. Thus, previews should influence 

lexical decision latencies. As mentioned above, the partial preview condition is relevant only in 
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right visual field. Consequently, in the whole analysis – including both visual fields – our 

hypothesis is that lexical decision should be faster when participants see a parafoveal preview that 

is identical to the target word rather than completely different. This facilitation effect was expected 

in all groups, third and fifth graders, as well as expert readers.  

Our second hypothesis was that preview condition should interact with visual field: the 

impact of preview condition should be greater for right previews than for left previews, for the 

reasons reviewed above. Our third hypothesis was focused on the right visual field only, as it 

directly testifies the impact of the number of letters readers can process during parafoveal preview. 

Given the previously observed difference in perceptual span over this age range, fifth graders 

should be able to identify more letters in the right visual field than third graders, who may be unable 

to identify the final letters in the preview due to their limited perceptual span. This also implies 

different expectations about the effect of preview condition in the different age groups: we did not 

expect word recognition latencies to differ between full and partial previews in third graders. By 

contrast, we expected fifth graders and expert readers to be able to identify more than the first three 

letters, and consequently, we hypothesized that, in right visual field, these two groups’ word 

recognition would be faster in the full preview condition than in the partial preview condition. 

Method 

Participants 

A total of 79 unpaid volunteer participants (28 third graders, 29 fifth graders, and 22 expert 

readers) were recruited for Experiment 1. All were native speakers of French and reported having 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Three third graders, eight fifth graders, and one expert reader 

were left-handed. The third graders were on average 8 years 4 months old, the fifth graders 10 years 

8 months old, and the expert readers 23 years 6 months old. Expert readers were undergraduate 

students from the University of Lille (France). Children were enrolled in an elementary school in 

Roubaix (France). Parental consent was obtained for the participation of each of the schoolchildren, 
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and informed consent was obtained for the expert readers. 

The children’s reading level was assessed with the Alouette test (Lefavrais, 1967). The 

Alouette test is a standardized task that consists of reading a 265-word text as quickly and 

accurately as possible. The number of correctly read words and reading time are transformed into a 

reading-age equivalent. All of the children’s scores on this test indicated normal reading skills for 

their age. Children were tested in a quiet room at their school, and expert readers were tested under 

similar conditions in the laboratory at the University of Lille. To ensure similar lighting conditions 

for all participants, sunlight was kept out of the different testing rooms, which were indirectly 

illuminated by a 13-watt compact fluorescent lamp. 

Design and Stimuli 

The target stimuli consisted of 120 five-letter strings. Half were words and half were 

pronounceable, orthographically regular pseudowords. The 60 words were selected from the 

Manulex-Infra database (Peereman, Lété &, Sprenger-Charolles, 2007). Printed mean frequency fell 

between 42 and 1808 occurrences per million (mean = 246). The target words included 39 nouns, 

18 adjectives, and three verbs. Each of the 120 targets was paired with three different primes to 

create three experimental preview conditions: full preview condition (e.g., poids [weight] as both 

preview and target), partial preview condition (e.g., poire [pear] as preview for poids), and 

unrelated preview condition (e.g., blanc [white] as preview for poids). In this latter condition, due to 

the difficulty of selecting the stimuli by word frequency, we used seven preview-target pairs of 

items ending in the letter e, as is highly frequent in French, e.g., ruche [hive] as preview for bande 

[strip]). 

A total of 120 prime words were selected from the Manulex-infra database. Mean printed 

frequency fell between 1 and 125 occurrences per million (mean frequency = 15). None was more 

frequent than the target word. The previews included 78 nouns, 21 adjectives, and 21 verbs. One 

hundred and twenty pseudowords were derived from the target and prime words by changing one or 

two letters. To avoid any anticipation effect due to a systematic association between words and 
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pseudowords across conditions, 40 additional filler trials were added: half consisted of word targets 

with pseudoword previews (e.g., poude as preview for avril [April]), and the other half were 

pseudoword targets with word  previews (e.g., corps [body] as preview for huibe). Three lists of 

stimuli were created, counterbalancing items across conditions. Each target appeared once in each 

list, once in each of the three priming conditions. Each participant saw only one list. In each list, 60 

targets were preceded by a preview in the left visual field and 60 by a preview in the right visual 

field. Previews were identical to the target for one third of items, had the same first three letters as 

the target for a third of items, and were unrelated to the target for the remaining third of items.  The 

160 targets (120 targets + 40 fillers) were divided into five blocks of 32 items. The presentation of 

each type of target word was randomized within each block.		

Apparatus and Procedure 

 In the lexical decision task, items were presented using E-prime 2.0 software (Psychology 

Software Tools, Sharpsburg, PA, USA). All the stimuli were displayed in lowercase white letters on 

a black background in 27-point bold Courier New font. Participants were seated so that the distance 

between their eyes and the computer screen was 65 cm. Their head was positioned on a chin rest so 

that eye-screen distance remained constant throughout the experiment. At this distance, foveally 

appearing targets subtended roughly 2.2° of visual angle. 

An ASL EYE-TRAC 6000 system was used to track the position of participants’ gaze 

during the lexical decision task. The participant's dominant eye was illuminated by an invisible 

infra-red light, and pupil diameter and corneal reflections were recorded by a video-camera 

positioned 65 cm from the eye. Gaze was calculated and sampled at 60 Hz. 

Before starting the experimental phase, the eyetracker was calibrated using a standard 9-

point calibration displayed on the computer screen. The nine points were laid out in three rows and 

three columns. Participants were required to successively fixate each of the nine points. If 

necessary, the calibration procedure was repeated until it was successful. 
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 Each trial began with a fixation cross displayed at the center of the screen. After 800 ms, a 

preview, centered 2.6° to the left or right of the fixation cross, was displayed for 150 ms. For right-

side previews, first letter and last letter were located respectively at 1.8° and 3.5° from the fixation 

point (for left-side preview, distances for the first and last letter were reversed). The preview and 

the fixation cross were then extinguished, and simultaneously the target presentation began, 

centered on the middle of the screen, remaining there until the participant’s response, for a 

maximum of 4 seconds (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the procedure). Participants were required 

to respond as quickly and accurately as possible using a Serial Response Box (Psychology Software 

Tools, Sharpsburg, PA, USA). Right-handed participants responded by pressing the fifth key with 

the right index finger if the foveal item was a word and the first key with their right index finger if 

the foveal item was not a word. For left-handed participants, the keys were reversed. 

 Participants were instructed to fixate the central cross as long as it was displayed, and to do 

their best to avoid making any saccades to the preview. Before the testing session, participants 

completed a 16-item practice session to familiarize them with the lexical decision task. After each 

block of 32 items, participants were given an opportunity to rest.  A complete testing session took 

about 25 minutes, and included adjustment of the chin rest and the seat, calibration of the eye 

tracker system, the lexical decision task, and the reading level evaluation with the Alouette test. 

 

 

Data analysis 

Reaction time and error data was collected, and a number of precautions were taken before 

statistical analyses were conducted. First, all trials on which eye position was found to be within +/- 

one letter from the first (in the right visual field) or last (in the left visual field) letter of the preview 

word (thus, above +/- 1.5° from the fixation cross) in two consecutive samples were excluded from 

the analysis. The mean percentage of removed trials was 11.38%, 11.37% and 7.88% for third 
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graders, fifth graders, and expert readers respectively. RTs for incorrect responses were not 

included in the analysis. Trials where the pupil or corneal reflection signal was lost were also 

discarded from the analysis. Because the RT distribution of correct responses was positively 

skewed, a logarithmic transformation was used to normalize the data. 

To test our first and second hypotheses, namely of a parafoveal preview effect in all 

participants and an interaction of this effect with visual field, three-way analyses of variance 

(ANOVAs) were performed on log-transformed RTs and error rates for words. Visual field (left vs. 

right) and preview condition (full preview vs. partial preview vs. unrelated preview) were entered as 

within-subjects factors, and group (third grade vs. fifth grade vs. expert readers) as a between-

subjects factor. ANOVAs with the same design were conducted on pseudowords. To test our third 

hypothesis, namely that lexical decisions in the right visual field would be faster with full previews 

than with partial previews in fifth graders and expert readers, but not in third graders, a two-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on log-transformed RTs and error rates for words. 

Preview condition (full preview vs. partial preview vs. unrelated preview) was entered as a within-

subjects factor, and group (third grader vs. fifth graders vs. expert readers) as a between-subjects 

factor. When a significant main group effect was found, analysis were followed by Bonferroni post 

hoc test. 

Results 

Words 

The mean lexical decision latencies and error rates for words are respectively presented in 

Table 1 and Table 2. 

 Reaction time analysis. There was a main effect of group, F(2, 76) = 110.49, p < .001, 

𝜂!" = .74. Third graders’ mean reaction time was slower (1119 ms) than that of fifth graders 

(947 ms), which in turn was slower than that of expert readers (615 ms), all ps < .001. There was a 

significant main effect of preview condition, F(2, 152) = 27.78, p < .001, 𝜂!" = .27. There was also a 
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significant Visual Field × Preview Condition interaction, F(2, 152) = 10.16, p < .001, 

𝜂!" = .12, indicating that previews had a stronger effect in the right visual field than in the left visual 

field. A planned comparison showed that response latencies to right-side previews were shorter in 

the full preview condition (845 ms) than in the unrelated preview condition (909 ms), 

t(76) = 6.12, p < .001. In the left visual field, response latencies were also significantly shorter in 

the full preview condition (885 ms) than in the unrelated preview condition (904 ms),  t(76) = 2.27, 

p > .05, although the difference was narrower.  

Table 1  

Mean RTs for Word Targets by Group, Visual Field, and Preview  

  Left Visual Field Right Visual Field 

 Preview 

condition 

Full Partial Unrelated Full Partial Unrelated 

Grade 3 1128 (106) 1106 (108) 1144 (102) 1081 (108) 1124 (81) 1133 (77) 

Grade 5 930 (73) 962 (85) 958 (68) 884 (73) 975 (82) 972 (84) 

Experts 598 (51) 637 (57) 611 (58) 571 (54) 654 (77) 620 (66) 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses 

 Because our third hypothesis was focused on effects in the right visual field only, the 

following analysis was conducted only on data from right-side preview trials. There was a main 

effect of group, F(2, 76) = 103.42, p < .001, 𝜂!" = .73 and a main effect of preview condition, F(2, 

152) = 34.69, p < .001, 𝜂#"= .31.  The interaction between group and preview condition failed to 

reach significance, F(4, 152) = 1.93, p = .11, 𝜂!"= .05. A planned comparison indicated that for all 

participants the full preview condition led to faster response latencies than the partial preview 

condition for all participants, t(76) = 7.33, p < .001. There was also a nonsignificant trend for partial 

previews to lead to slower response than unrelated preview, t(76) = 1.42, p = .08. 
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Errors. The main effect of group was significant, F(2, 76) = 5.18, p = .008, 𝜂!" = .12. 

Pairwise comparisons showed that third graders’ error rate (8.56%) was higher than that of expert 

readers,  (4.63%), p < .01 and tended to be higher than that of fifth graders (5.66%), p = .06. In 

contrast, fifth graders’ error rate was not different than that of expert readers, p = .99. 

Table 2 

Percentage of Errors for Word Targets by Group, Visual Field, and Preview Condition.  

  Left Visual Field Right Visual Field 

 Preview 
condition  

Full Partial Unrelated Full Partial Unrelated 

Grade 3 7.92 (4.76) 8.34 (3.96) 8.23 (4.54) 8.93 (6.21) 9.66 (5.86) 8.28 (4.67) 

Grade 5 5.12 (3.95) 4.65 (3.94) 5.45 (3.81) 5.38 (3.73) 9.02 (4.60) 4.31 (4.13) 

Experts 7.00 (5.65) 4.39 (3.19) 4.59 (4.46) 3.62 (3.76) 4.36 (2.69) 3.79 (3.78) 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses 

Pseudowords 

Mean lexical decision latencies and error rates for pseudowords are presented in Table 3 and 

Table 4 respectively. 
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Table 3 

Mean RTs for Pseudoword Targets by Group, Visual Field, and Preview Condition.  

  Left Visual Field   Right Visual Field 

 Preview 
condition 

Full Partial Unrelated Full Partial Unrelated 

Grade 3 1337 (98) 1375 (124) 1390 (116) 1378 (133) 1389 (99) 1434 (134) 

Grade 5 1152 (135) 1159 (180) 1212 (151) 1159 (143) 1213 (155) 1201 (130) 

Experts 677 (77) 695 (88) 726 (106) 689 (72) 708 (91) 693 (73) 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses 

Table 4 

Percentage of Errors for Pseudoword Targets by Group, Visual Field, and Preview Condition 

  Left Visual Field Right Visual Field 

 Preview 
condition 

Full Partial Unrelated Full Partial Unrelated 

Grade 3 10.15 (5.79) 8.97 (4.98) 9.35 (6.21) 11.99 (6.91) 12.41 (5.83) 10.40 (6.58) 

Grade 5 5.53 (4.25) 6.62 (4.29) 8.50 (4.61) 4.29 (4.19) 5.94 (5.02) 5.29 (4.55) 

Experts 7.60 (4.48) 2.89 (3.61) 4.13 (2.85) 4.32 (5.57) 7.27 (6.05) 3.03 (2.53) 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses 

 Reaction times. There was a significant main effect of group, F(2, 76) = 85.36, p < .001, 

𝜂!" = .99. Third graders had longer response latencies to pseudowords (1384 ms) than fifth graders 

(1183 ms), who in turn had longer latencies than expert readers (698 ms), all ps ≤ .01. The main 

effect of preview condition was also significant, F(2, 152) = 8.52, p < .001, 𝜂!" = .10. No other main 

or interaction effects reached significance. 

A planned comparison showed that reaction times were significantly shorter in the full 

preview condition (1065 ms) than in the unrelated preview condition (1109 ms), t(76) = 4.28, 
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p < .001.  

Errors.  The main effect of group was significant, F(2, 76) = 6.68, p < .01, 𝜂!" = .15. Third 

graders’ error rate (10.54%) was higher than that of fifth graders (6.03%), p < .01, and expert 

readers (4.87%), all ps < .05. Fifth graders’ error rate did not differ from that of expert readers, 

p = .99. No other main effect or interaction was significant. 

Discussion 

 The main results of Experiment 1 can be summarized as follows. First, both expert and 

developing readers were able to use parafoveal information to facilitate subsequent lexical access, 

as response latencies were significantly affected by preview condition. More precisely, word 

recognition latencies were shortened when participants first saw a preview that was identical rather 

than unrelated to the target word. Thus, parafoveal information was able to produce a substantial 

word recognition benefit in the absence of any prior context in both expert and developing readers. 

Second, with respect to the visual field asymmetry in reading, the impact of a preview in right 

visual field was greater than that of a preview in left visual field. Although full previews led to 

faster responses than unrelated previews in both visual fields, the effect was stronger in the right 

visual field. Third, in right visual field, a full preview of the target word facilitated word recognition 

significantly in all groups, while a partial preview did not. This last result suggests that, like fifth 

graders and expert readers, third graders extract and use letters beyond the first three in a right side 

parafoveal preview. Thus, even if their perceptual span is more restricted to the right, third graders 

were more able to use information provided by all five letters in a five-letter parafoveal word, like 

the two groups in our experimental conditions.  

 Nevertheless, a limitation of the present study is that primes and targets shared the same 

case: in other words, the same visual features. This makes it difficult to interpret the facilitation we 

found straightforwardly in terms of either a simple facilitation of visual processing or lexical 

preactivation. Furthermore, the analysis of pseudoword trials showed that responses to pseudowords 
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were also facilitated when they were preceded by a full parafoveal preview rather than an unrelated 

parafoveal preview. Accordingly, the preview effect for word responses could have resulted from 

purely visual facilitation, an activation of letters at an abstract level, or a combination of the two. 

 Typically, in priming studies investigating word recognition, a case difference between 

primes and targets is used to ensure that primes have preactivated lexical representations, rather 

than simply exerting a visual facilitation effect. A preview benefit with prime and target in different 

cases, as observed in expert readers, is taken to indicate the use of an abstract lexical code 

(McConkie & Zola, 1979; Rayner et al., 1980b; and for a more recent results, see also Slattery, 

Angele, & Rayner, 2011). The hypothesis was tested in a second experiment. 

Experiment 2 

  To examine whether developing readers encode the information extracted from parafoveal 

previews at an abstract level, we replicated Experiment 1 while introducing a change of case 

between preview (displayed in uppercase letters) and target (lowercase). If developing readers 

extract abstract letter representations from parafoveal word processing, then presenting preview and 

target words in different cases should not change the outcome with respect to the first experiment. 

Inversely, if the speeded word recognition observed with previews in developing readers is based 

primarily on the activation of visual codes, we should observe substantial differences between the 

results of the first and second experiments because of the visual differences between the preview 

and target words in Experiment 2. Note that while such differences may be expected in developing 

readers, they are not expected in expert readers, given the observation in previous studies that a 

change of case between preview and target had no significant effect on the preview benefit in expert 

readers (Rayner et al., 1980a; McConkie & Zola, 1979; Slattery et al., 2011). We also examined the 

two hypotheses of the first experiment in the context of visual format change between preview and 

target words. As previously, we expected an effect of preview condition, and more specifically a 

facilitation effect of full preview in comparison to unrelated preview, as well as a greater facilitation 
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effect for previews in the right visual field than in the left visual field. We also expected that the 

preview effect would be larger in the right visual field with full rather than partial previews in fifth 

graders and expert readers. Given both the results of first experiment and previous data on 

perceptual span, it was more difficult to predict effects in third graders. 

Method 

Participants 

A total of 79 unpaid volunteer participants (30 third graders, 28 fifth graders, and 21 expert 

readers) were recruited for Experiment 2. None had participated in the previous experiment. All 

were native speakers of French, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The third graders 

were on average 8 years 8 months old, the fifth graders 10 years 8 months old, and the expert 

readers 22 years 8 months old. The expert readers were undergraduate students from the University 

of Lille (France) and the children were attending elementary school in Roubaix, France. 

Four third graders, six fifth graders, and three expert readers were left-handed. Before 

participation in the study, parental consent was obtained for each of the schoolchildren, and 

informed consent was obtained from expert readers.  According to the Alouette test, the reading 

skills of all the children were normal for their age. All participants were tested between the months 

of May and June in the relevant school year. The experiment took place in a quiet room at the 

school for the children, and in the laboratory at the university for expert readers. The same lighting 

conditions were used as Experiment 2. 

Design and stimuli 

Design and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1, except that the previews were 

displayed in uppercase letters and the target words in lowercase letters. 

Apparatus and Procedure 

These were the same as in Experiment 1. 
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Data analysis 

The data analysis was the same as in Experiment 1 

Results 

Words 

The mean lexical decision latencies and error rates for words are respectively presented in 

Table 5 and Table 6. 

Table 5 

Mean RTs for Word Targets by Group, Visual Field, and Preview Condition 

  Left Visual Field Right Visual Field 

 Preview 

condition 

Full Partial Unrelated Full Partial Unrelated 

Grade 3 996 (106) 1029 (106) 1055 (115) 989 (84) 999 (100) 1051 (111) 

Grade 5 873 (82) 877 (87) 859 (76) 827 (73) 864 (85) 900 (101) 

Experts 631 (69) 619 (71) 636 (84) 580 (55) 643 (69) 617 (71) 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses 
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Table 6 

Percentage of Errors for Word Targets by Group, Visual Field, and Preview Condition. 

  Left Visual Field Right Visual Field 

 Preview 

condition 

Full Partial Unrelated Full Partial Unrelated 

Grade 3 9.30 (4.88) 9.87 (6.14) 7.74 (4.28) 9.51 (5.22) 6.68 (4.02) 12.59 (6.35) 

Grade 5 4.98 (5.35) 7.10 (5.86) 5.83 (4.37) 4.46 (4.16) 5.26 (4.35) 4.01 (3.18) 

Experts 6.26 (4.59) 6.57 (5.44) 9.02 (8.84) 1.90 (2.56) 4.56 (4.44) 5.5 (5.69) 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses 

	 Reaction times. There was a significant main effect of group, F(2, 76) = 51.95, p < .001, 

𝜂!" = .58. Third graders’ mean reaction time was slower (1020 ms) than that of fifth graders 

(867 ms), which in turn was slower than that of expert readers (621 ms), all ps < .002.  There was 

also a significant main effect of preview condition, F(2, 152) = 11.44, p < .001, 𝜂!" = .13. More 

specifically, reaction times were shorter in the full preview condition (816 ms) than in the unrelated 

preview condition (853 ms), t(76) = 4.15, p < .001. There was a significant Visual Field × Preview 

Condition interaction, F(4, 152) = 4.70, p = .011, 𝜂!"= .06. The Group × Preview Condition × Visual 

Field interaction was also significant, F(4, 152) = 3.46, p = .009, 𝜂!" = .08. To unpack this overall 

effect, we performed further ANOVAs for each group, with preview condition and visual field as 

within-subject variables. 

In expert readers, there was a significant Preview Condition × Visual Field interaction, 

F(2, 40) = 10.12, p < .001, 𝜂!" = .34. A planned comparison showed that reaction time in right visual 

field was shorter in the full preview condition (580 ms) than in the unrelated preview conditions 

(617 ms), t(20) = 3.26, p < .01. The same comparison in the left visual field did not yield a 

significant difference between the full and unrelated preview conditions, p = .48. 
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 In fifth graders, there was a significant Preview Condition × Visual Field interaction, 

F(2, 54) = 3.79, p = .029, 𝜂!" = .12. A planned comparison showed that reaction time was shorter in 

the right full preview condition (827 ms) than in the unrelated preview condition (900 ms), 

t(27) = 3.26, p < .01. Reaction time in the left visual field did not differ between the full and 

unrelated preview condition, p = .41. 

 In third graders, only the main effect of preview condition was significant, F(2, 58) = 6.11, 

p = .004, 𝜂!" = .17. A planned comparison indicated that reaction time was shorter in the full 

preview condition (993 ms) than in the unrelated preview condition (1053 ms), t (29) = 3.68, 

p < .001. 

 Analysis in the right visual field only. There was a main effect of group, F(2, 76) = 51.09, 

p < .001, 𝜂!"= .57 and a Group × Preview Condition interaction, F(4, 152) = 2.96, p = .05, 𝜂!"=.07. 

To unpack this overall effect, we performed further ANOVAs for each group, with preview 

condition as a within-subjects variable. 

 The preview effect was significant in all three groups: expert readers, F(2, 40) = 20.39, 

p < .001, 𝜂!"= .50, fifth graders, F(2, 54) = 6.73, p < .01, 𝜂!"= .20, and third graders, F(2, 58) = 3.31, 

p < .01, 𝜂!"= .10. Follow-up analyses indicated that expert readers responded faster in the full 

preview condition than in the partial preview condition, t(20) = 5.69, p < .001, as did fifth graders, 

t(27) = 2.43, p < .01. By contrast, third graders’ response latencies did not differ between the full 

and partial preview conditions, p > .27.  

 The partial preview condition led to faster responses than the unrelated condition in third 

graders, t(27) = 1.71, p < .05, and fifth graders, t(27) = 1.72, p < .05. In contrast, the partial preview 

condition led to slower responses than the unrelated condition in expert readers, t(21) = 3.83, 

p < .001, suggesting that partial previews led to some word recognition cost in our expert 

participants. 
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 Errors. The main effect of group was significant, F(2, 76) = 3.30, p = .042, 𝜂!" = .08. 

Pairwise comparisons indicated that third graders’ error rate (9.28%) differed as a nonsignificant 

trend from that of fifth graders (5.27%), p = .064, but did not differed from that of expert readers 

(5.27%), p = .16. Fifth graders’ error rate did not differ from that of expert readers, p = .99. No 

other main effect or interaction approached significance. 

Pseudowords 

Mean lexical decision latencies and error rates for pseudowords are presented in Table 7 and 

Table 8 respectively. 

Table 7  

Mean RTs for Pseudoword Targets by Group, Visual Field, and Preview Condition.  

  Left Visual Field Right Visual Field 

 Preview 

condition 

Full Partial Unrelated Full Partial Unrelated 

Grade 3 1251 (160) 1223 (154) 1266 (135) 1289 (154) 1301 (179) 1273 (164) 

Grade 5 1037 (156) 1012 (131) 1038 (131) 984 (108) 1013 (113) 1017 (121) 

Experts 705 (85) 704 (81) 698 (92) 697 (92) 708 (82) 701 (76) 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses 
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Table 8 

Percentage of Errors for Pseudoword Targets by Group, Visual Field, and Preview Condition.  

  Left Visual Field Right Visual Field 

 Preview 

condition 

Full Partial Unrelated Full Partial Unrelated 

Grade 3 11.02 (4.74) 10.10 (3.83) 9.27 (4.43) 7.28 (6.42) 11.80 (4.27) 12.12 (4.16) 

Grade 5 9.47 (3.27) 6.36 (6.16) 6.09 (6.33) 10.05 (6.82) 4.91 (5.48) 5.80 (5.06) 

Experts 1.43 (6.55) 4.07 (5.48) 7.47 (5.85) 5.24 (4.92) 6.50 (6.09) 7.44 (5.93) 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses 

 Reaction times. There was a significant main effect of group, F(2, 76) = 46.98, p < .001, 

𝜂!" = .55. Third graders’ response latencies to pseudowords were longer (1267 ms) than those of 

fifth graders (1017 ms), which in turn were longer than those of expert readers (702 ms), all 

p < .001. No other main effect or interaction approached significance. 

  Errors. Error rates did not differ as a function of group, F(2, 76) = 2.54, p = .086, 

, 𝜂!" = .06 nor as function of the visual field where the preview was presented, F < 1. There was a 

significant Group × Preview Condition interaction, F(4, 152) = 3.24, p = .014, 𝜂!" = .08. Post hoc 

tests showed that for each group separately, no pairwise comparison between preview conditions 

was significant (all ps > .56). No other main effect or interaction approached significance. 

Discussion 

 Although the change of case between preview and target produced noticeable differences 

between the results of Experiments 1 and 2, full preview still facilitated word recognition for all 

participant groups in comparison to the unrelated preview. This suggests that even in developing 

readers, information in an abstract format that is independent of letter case changes is extracted 

from parafoveal previews. However, third and fifth graders’ patterns of results differed in two 
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respects: the effect of visual field, on the one hand, and the comparison of the preview benefit 

between full and partial conditions, on the other hand. 

 More specifically, in Experiment 2, the visual field asymmetry effect observed in third 

graders in Experiment 1 was no longer found. In Experiment 2, full previews presented in the left 

visual field facilitated word recognition as much as those presented on the right in comparison to 

the unrelated condition. In contrast, this rightward asymmetry persisted in fifth graders and expert 

readers. Given the results of the first experiment and the finding in previous eye movement studies 

that perceptual span is already asymmetric to the right in readers in this range age, it is quite 

surprising that third graders acquired as much information to the left of the fixation point as to the 

right. However, isolated word recognition tasks differ in a number of respects from sentence 

reading tasks, which have typically been used in previous studies. Thus, it is possible that rightward 

asymmetry is more systematically evidenced in sentence reading than in isolated word reading. For 

example, Khelifi, Sparrow, and Casalis (2012) found that in developing readers, sensitivity to the 

lateral information did not differ between left and right visual fields in single word identification 

task. As the authors pointed out, text reading and isolated word recognition may differ, amongst 

others, in the way that attention is called. In reading a text, attention and gaze must be successively 

allocated to each part. Movements of attention from left to right are thus required, essential, and 

therefore systematic. In contrast, when reading isolated words, the deployment of attention is best 

restricted to those words. Therefore, lateral movements of attention are possible but not required, 

not useful for the task, and may therefore not be systematic. Morever, in the present study, 

participants were discouraged from moving their eyes toward the preview. Therefore, attention is 

probably more systematically deployed to the right in text reading rather than in isolated word 

reading. 

Note, in any case, that although previews had a greater effect in the right than in the left 

visual field, full previews still facilitated lexical decisions in comparison to unrelated previews in 

left visual field for all participants in Experiment 1. Rayner et al. (1980b) reported a similar pattern 
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of results in isolated word naming. It thus seems that the difference between the processing of left 

and right previews is more quantitative than qualitative.  

 In Experiment 1 both groups of developing readers clearly benefited more from a full 

preview than a partial preview. In Experiment 2, third graders’ word recognition was equally 

facilitated by partial and full previews. In fifth graders, although the partial preview condition 

produced an appreciable amount of benefit, the greatest preview benefit was observed in the full 

preview condition. Moreover, the results of expert readers were approximately the same in both 

experiments, with, in the right visual field, a facilitation effect in the full preview condition in 

comparison to the partial preview condition. These results suggest that at an abstract level, third 

graders are not able to identify more than the first three letters of a parafoveal word, while fifth 

graders are probably able to extract the identity of all five (or at least the first four) letters in such 

words. In expert readers, partial preview in the second experiment produced an inhibition effect 

compared to the unrelated preview. This aspect will be discussed in the general discussion below.  

General Discussion  

The present study investigated the processing of parafoveal information in developing 

readers. To this end, two experiments were conducted with third and fifth graders and expert 

readers in order to explore possible developmental differences in the acquisition of parafoveal 

information. Several questions were examined. First, we wanted to know whether developing 

readers are able to acquire information from a parafoveally presented word appearing out of 

context. Second, we aimed to determine whether the extraction of parafoveal information is greater 

in the right visual field than in the left. Third, we wanted to examine whether fifth graders are able 

to identify more letters in a right parafoveal word than third graders. An additional point of interest 

for our study was to determine whether the final letters of a word that may not be identified in 

developing readers still nonetheless play a role in word recognition, as is the case in expert readers 

(Johnson et al., 2007). Fourth, we wished to determine whether, in developing readers, the 

facilitation of lexical decisions by the parafoveal presentation of previews that were visually 
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identical to the target resulted from the processing of abstract letter identities, as shown in expert 

readers (Slattery et al., 2011), or whether they resulted from purely visual facilitation.  

We used a lexical decision task with parafoveal priming. Before being presented with a 

foveal target, participants were provided with a brief parafoveal preview in either the right or left 

visual field. The effect of parafoveal processing was assessed through its impact on subsequent 

foveal target identification and more specifically on word recognition latencies. Parafoveal 

previews were manipulated in order to provide either full or partial information on the target, and 

compared with unrelated previews that did not share any letters with the target. The target word and 

the preview were displayed in the same case in the first experiment and in different cases in the 

second experiment. 

 

We used a lexical decision task where foveal target were preceded by a parafoveal prime. 

Our study provides a number of findings indicating that developing readers do extract parafoveal 

information. In fact, Experiments 1 and 2 both showed that, like expert readers, developing readers 

are able to benefit from parafoveal information. In both experiments, targets were identified more 

quickly when participants were presented with a full rather than an unrelated preview. This result 

suggests that a preview benefit can be found relatively early during reading acquisition, at least as 

early as Grade 3. Moreover, to our knowledge, the present study is the first to evidence a facilitation 

effect of parafoveal previews in developing readers in the absence of the contextual elements 

inherent to sentence reading. Thus, even in developing readers, the preview effect in reading 

depends on the ability to extract parafoveal information and not necessarily on the predictability of 

a word from a prior context. 

With respect to the second question, which concerns visual field asymmetry in word 

identification, the results showed a right visual field advantage in fifth graders and expert readers in 

the first and second experiments, but only in the first experiment in third graders. This pattern was 

not expected, and suggests that this asymmetry is not yet very consistent in young readers. 
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Moreover, although the attentional bias responsible for the rightward asymmetry has been 

evidenced in sentence reading, it may be less consistent in isolated word recognition, especially in 

young readers with fewer than three years of reading instruction.  

 Turning to our third question, about the number of letters that developing readers can 

identify parafoveally, different patterns of results emerged in the two experiments. First, in 

developing readers the difference between full and partial previews itself differed between the two 

experiments. In Experiment 2, but not Experiment 1, the type of preview (partial vs. full) had 

different effects according to reading level. More precisely, in the first experiment, all readers 

benefited to a greater extent from a full preview than a partial preview. In fact, partial preview did 

not produce any facilitation effect in either third or fifth graders. This outcome suggests that all 

developing readers exploit parafoveal information beyond the first three letters in a preview. The 

final letters of the preview seem also to contribute to word recognition: when the final letters in 

preview and target differed, developing readers did not gain any benefit from the preview. 

Consequently, it seems that developing readers processed all the information from the five-letter 

parafoveal word. But although the results of Experiment 1 might seem to suggest that these readers 

effectively identified all or nearly all letters in the preview— at least the first four letters of the 

preview, and possibly all five — the results of Experiment 2 suggested a different conclusion. In 

this experiment, third graders benefited as much from partial previews as from full previews. Fifth 

graders also benefited from partial previews, but the observed benefit was greater in the full 

preview condition. Given the change of case between preview and target in Experiment 2, any 

benefit observed in this condition presumably resulted from an identification of the letters at the 

abstract level. The pattern of results suggests that in the second experiment, third graders did not 

identify more than the first three letters of the preview, while fifth graders did. This pattern is 

consistent with developmental studies that have found that letter identity span increases with 

reading level (Häikiö et al., 2009; Rayner, 1986). 
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Regarding the fourth question, whether developing readers have access to abstract letter 

representations during word processing, our results are clear-cut. Experiment 2 showed a preview 

benefit in all groups of participants, even when visual information was modified between preview 

and target. Therefore, even in developing readers, the acquisition of parafoveal information triggers 

letter identification at an abstract level and not just at a visual level. 

  A critical result was that final letters which were not identified but nevertheless facilitated 

word identification in developing readers, as with expert readers. This raised two questions: first, 

how can the unidentified final letters of a parafoveal word still facilitate subsequent word 

recognition? And second, why did those final letters seem to be used by both third and fifth graders 

in Experiment 1, but only by fifth graders in Experiment 2? 

 In response to the first question, Johnson et al. (2007) proposed that expert readers are able 

to extract the identity of the first five letters in a seven-letter parafoveal word, but also extract also 

some type of information from the final (sixth and seventh) letters. However, they did not specify 

what kind of information they were referring to. The importance of the final letters can be explained 

within the framework of the interactive activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). This 

model includes three different levels of representation: a feature level, a letter level, and a word 

level. Each level is connected to the adjacent one by both excitatory and inhibitory pathways. 

Representations at one level respectively activate or inhibit consistent or inconsistent 

representations at the adjacent level. For both letters and words, the model posits an intra-level 

inhibitory loop through which representations compete with each other. When a visual stimulus is 

perceived, activation spreads from the relevant feature-level representations to letter-level 

representations, and from there to word-level representations. Because activation is bidirectional, 

the activation of representations at the word level can in turn either reinforce or inhibit letter-level 

representations, as the case may be. There is a continuous flow of information between these levels 

of representation, and a given representation does not have to reach a threshold before sending 

activation or inhibition to other representations at the adjacent level. Consequently, when the 
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preview proof is perceived parafoveally, the corresponding letters begin to be activated. Taking into 

account the limitation of developing readers’ letter identification span, it may be that only the first 

three letters are sufficiently activated to be formally identified. However, even if they were not fully 

identified, final letters also benefit from some type of activation. In such a condition, if the target 

proof is presented after the preview proof, the identification of the initial letters p, r and o along 

with preactivation of the final letters o and f will provide further facilitation in the recognition of 

this target in relationship, for example, to the target pround, whose final letters n and d have not 

been preactivated. Thus, the role of the final letters lies mainly in the fact that they have been 

somewhat preactivated by the parafoveal preview. Facilitation of word recognition is greater when 

identification of its first letters is combined with preactivation of its final letters rather than when it 

is not. 

Considering the second question, how should we explain the Experiment 2 finding that 

partial preview produced a substantial benefit in developing readers? In Experiment 2, the preview 

was displayed in uppercase letters and the target in lowercase letters. One possible explanation is 

that the final letters of the preview may have a limited influence in developing readers, because of 

the change in letter format between preview and target (uppercase vs. lower case) in Experiment 2. 

As mentioned above, the results of this experiment suggest that third graders did not identify letters 

beyond the first three in the preview, while the fifth graders probably identified at least the four first 

letters (because full preview condition provided more benefit than partial preview condition in this 

age group). Even if visual features of the unidentified final letters were extracted, they always 

differed from those of the foveal word, because of the change of case. Thus, extraction of their 

visual features could have virtually no impact on word recognition, leading to a facilitation effect in 

both full and partial preview. 

In contrast, in Experiment 1, where the same format was used in both preview and target, it 

was possible for extraction of the visual features of the final letters to facilitate lexical decision, 

leading to a facilitation effect in the full preview condition (where final letters are identical) and a 
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zero or near-zero effect in the partial preview condition (where the final letters differed). This 

interpretation may suggest that developing readers are sensitive to low-level parafoveal visual 

features in word recognition, while expert readers are not.  This suggestion has to be examined in 

future studies. 

Another aspect of our study that warrants discussion is the effect of partial preview in expert 

readers. As mentioned above, the partial preview condition systematically produced an inhibition 

effect in expert readers: these readers identified targets more slowly when they were preceded by a 

partial preview than an unrelated preview. Our results with expert readers, and especially those 

from Experiment 2, challenge processing models (such as the E-Z Reader model of Reichle, 

Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003) that hold that full lexical access cannot be achieved from parafoveal 

preview, and postulate that only abstract letter identities and phonological codes are acquired from 

parafoveal words. Apart from specific situations (words which are short and high-frequency and/or 

highly predictable in sentence context), semantic codes and lexical representations are usually not 

activated by parafoveal processing. Recent evidence comes from Johnson and Dunne’s study 

(2012), which examine the parafoveal processing of transposed-letter (TL) neighbors. In this study, 

a target word was preceded by itself, a transposed-letter neighbor (calm as preview of calm) or a 

substituted-letter nonword (e.g., chem as the preview of calm). When the target word was 

previewed parafoveally – in a sentence reading task – the facilitation effect was greater for the 

transposed-letter preview than for the substituted-letter preview. In contrast, when the same target 

words were preceded by a foveally presented prime – in a naming task – there was an inhibition 

effect for the transposed-letter prime as compared to the substituted-letter prime. The authors 

argued that a lexical entry was activated by the foveal prime in the naming task, and not by 

parafoveal preview in sentence reading. Thus, they concluded that lexical access is generally 

limited to foveal processing. Our results in expert readers are difficult to reconcile with this 

perspective, however, because our preview was presented parafoveally and our target foveally, and 

we found a significant inhibition effect in the partial preview condition in Experiment 2.  
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Although Johnson et al. (2007) did not explain the different effect of the transposed-letter 

condition in terms of the methodological difference between sentence reading and isolated word 

naming, this may be relevant in our study. It may also be important that in our experiments, when 

the parafoveal preview was displayed, there was nothing to process at the foveal position. The 

reading system could thus be entirely dedicated to the processing of the parafoveal information. 

Moreover, we know that expert readers are able to identify the five first letters of a right-side 

parafoveal word – that is, all the letters in our preview. In such conditions, lexical representation of 

the preview might be activated and reach a level sufficient to trigger lexical competition. Thus, it 

seems that lexical access, which is usually reserved for foveal processing, may also occur with the 

processing of a parafoveal word when there is no word to be processed in the foveal area. It remains 

to be determined whether such inhibition fails to occur in developing readers because the final 

letters of a parafoveal preview are not fully identified (as they are in expert readers), or because 

these younger readers’ lexical representations are not as well-specified as in expert readers. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the procedure. In this example, the preview is presented in right visual field. 
In half of trials, the preview was presented in the left visual field. 

 


